A Recital of Israeli and Yiddish Songs by Elly Stone
ELLY STONE

Elly Stone sings Hebrew and Yiddish songs, with clarity and understanding, reflecting her natural warmth and charm.

Her personality, knowledge of languages, superb musicianship, and excellent voice, lends an unusually wide range of repertoire, from light comedy to the serious.

BEYN N'HAR PRAT. A golden bird lives in the branches of a date tree which stands between the Rivers Tigris and Euphrates. "Fly, golden bird, to the far lands, find my loved one and bring him back to me."

SHIR ERES (LULLABY). Traditional Hebrew Cradle Song. A mother sings to her son and daughter. All work has ceased, tasks are done and as the mother bird has put her fledglings to sleep, so you, too, go to sleep, my chicks.

TSUL ZOGIM (Shepherd Song). The sound of bells in the evening dusk, bring my flock home. A maiden with a water skin runs walks toward my well. Bells sound in the pasture, where you walked in the path of the citrus trees. The hooved ewes hurry to the young ones.

ALEI GIVAH (The Song of a Shomer). Sitting on a hill in GALLILEE he plays his flute to the sheep and the lamb.

ADAMAH (EARTH). Ode to mother earth. "You are our mother earth. The mother of all men, of all living things, in hunger and thirst: in you is the source of all comfort."

GEEZ R'ATECH. An old Persian love song.

HINEH ACHALELEH (Shepherd Song). "The flutes plays in the silence of the night. Man and sheep listen to my song. With my cloak I cover the lamb."

KATSIR BAEMEK. This is a song of joy of the beauty and reward of a rich harvest.

NAALE MIN HAGOLAH. We will go back to CARMI, the land of our forefathers.

DIE MISINKE (The Youngest Daughter). For the impoverished East European Jew marrying off his youngest daughter was a happy occasion. It meant that the parents had completed the long obligation of rearing a family.

YANKELE (Lullaby) Geburtig. A mother sings to her infant son, as if he were an adult. To mock surprise, she chastes him. Such a wise man, such a Talmud, lying soaking wet in his crib. She finally reflects that it will take great effort and many tears before he will become a man.

SHOSHANAH (Flower) (Hush, Be Still). This is a Classical Chant with satirical words poking fun at the Chassidim at the adulation of their Rabbi.

UNZER REBENYU (Our Rabbi). Like many other Classical Chants this one consists of only two words with variations of mood, meaning and inflections.

ROZHINKES MIT MANDLEN. One of the best loved and most popular Jewish lullabies.

A MALACH VEINT (An Angel Weeps) Peretz Harshbien. "An angel weeps and covers the grass with dew. Oh my loved one, how I long for you."

DER YID DER SCHMIDT (The Jewish Blacksmith) Yonin Heiffitz. This song conveys the joy of work and the pride of the Jewish artisan.

... TIKVA RECORDS ... THE FINEST IN JEWISH and ISRAELI RECORDINGS

LONG PLAYING — 10" — 33-1/3 R. P. M.
M.1 Jewish Songs (Goldie Malovsky & Family Choir)
T.1 Cantorial Masterworks (Malovsky & Family Choir)
T.2 Songs My Mother Sang (Malovsky Family Choir)
T.3 Jewish Songs (June Astor)
T.5 Siddur Melodies (Cantor Abraham Davis)
T.6 Cantorial Gems (Cantor Malovsky)
T.7 Jewish Folk Songs (Martha Schlammke)
T.8 The Prophecy of Isaiah (Pinchos Jassinowsky)
T.9 New Yeshiva Songs (Yeshiva Students)
T.10 Jewish Children's Songs (Fraulele Lipschitz)
T.11 Jewish Folk Songs (Mort Freeman)
T.12 Cantorial Masterpieces (Cantor David Kusevitsky)
T.14 Israeli-Jewish Folk Songs (Hanna Zamir)
T.15 Israeli Folk Songs (Jack Brass)
T.16 Shulamith (Lipschitz-Smolover)
T.17 Holiday Prayers (Cantor Malovsky & Family Choir)
T.18 Classic Jewish Songs (Ray Smolover)
T.19 Yiddish-Israel Duets (Gordon-Smolover)
T.20 Do You Know How To Prepare For A Queen? — A Sabbath Story (Smolover)
T.22 Jewish-Israeli Songs (Richard Inger)

LONG PLAYING — 12" — 33-1/3 R. P. M.
T.2 Songs My Mother Sang (Malovsky Family Choir)
T.4 Jewish Wedding Dances (Instrumental)
T.5 Jewish Folk Songs (Martha Schlammke)
T.15 Israeli Folk Songs (Jack Brass)
T.21 The Sound of the Shofar — A Music Service for the High Holy Days
T.23 Songs Of Our People (Ben Bonus)
T.24 Israeli Dances (Divora Lapson)
T.25 A Cantorial Concert (Cantor Malovsky & Family Choir)
T.26 A Recital, Israeli-Yiddish Songs (Eli Stone)
T.27 Great Yiddish Songs (Leo Fulda)

EXTENDED PLAY — 45 R. P. M.
EP-100 Eli Eli — Kol Nidre (Recorded by Ray Smolover)
EP-111 Bar Mitzvah Brachot
A Splendid Educational Record to Help the Bar-Mitzvah Student

HOLIDAY SERIES — 78 R. P. M.
3001 Chanukah (Abraham Davis)
3002 Chanukah (Malovsky Family Choir)
T.107 Passover (Abraham Davis)
T.108 Pesach — Fier Kashes (Malovsky Family Choir)
T.109 Children's Purim Songs (Fraulele Lipschitz)
T.112 Passover — Kiley Nehe (Malovsky Family Choir)

Miss Stone has enjoyed popularity in films, radio, television, night clubs and concerts.

Her special talents — and her love for Israeli and Yiddish songs are demonstrated in this album.
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